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The events of September 11, 2001 are etched in Americans’ minds. The large-scale attacks
occurring on U.S. territory brought home the imperative of preventing terrorism here and abroad,
especially in light of the risk that future attacks might be perpetrated with nuclear or other
weapons of catastrophic effect. In the years since then, casualties from international terrorism
have remained high, largely due to attacks in South Asia and the Middle East.1
This report demonstrates that a framework of treaty-based regimes and other international
initiatives and programs plays a valuable role in preventing terrorism, and should be strengthened
and supported. It is an essential part of a broader campaign that includes intelligence
coordination, border security, domestic law enforcement and emergency preparedness.
First, the framework articulates and solidifies the norm that terrorism is a wholly impermissible
form of political conduct. The importance of entrenching this norm was well stated by
Undersecretary of Defense Douglas Feith:
Our ultimate goal is to change the international environment regarding terrorism—
instead of tolerance, [to] an international norm of renunciation and repudiation of
terrorism. As I said, we want the world to view terrorism as it views piracy, slave
trading or genocide—activities universally repudiated by respectable people. This
is not an abstract, philosophical, academic point, but a strategic purpose of great
practical significance.2
Second, the framework provides tools to prevent terrorists from acquiring weapons of mass
destruction (WMD). Among the tools are treaties3 banning WMD, programs to secure materials
and weapons in Russia and elsewhere, and an initiative to prevent and interdict shipment of
WMD-related items. The 9/11 Commission placed great emphasis on the need to succeed in this
effort, stating that “al Qaeda has tried to acquire or make weapons of mass destruction for at least
ten years. There is no doubt the United States would be a prime target. Preventing the
proliferation of these weapons warrants a maximum effort….”4
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Third, the framework provides mechanisms to bring terrorists to justice, including treaties
requiring the prosecution or extradition of persons alleged to have committed terrorist acts, and
international tribunals.
There are of course problems in working through international institutions, laws, and initiatives.
For example, treaties banning WMD may give rise to unwarranted complacency that certain
states are in fact complying with the bans. The United Nations– or more accurately, the states
working through the UN–has been notoriously slow in arriving at a definition of terrorism. This
report fully addresses these and other problems, concerns, and criticisms, indicating when they
are justified and what can be done about it.
Part I of the report surveys the conventions on terrorism, the treaties that require prosecution or
extradition of suspected terrorists and those that require other anti-terrorism measures relating to
finance and to security of nuclear facilities. Part II addresses anti-terrorism efforts in the UN
context, including the negotiation of a comprehensive convention on terrorism and the adoption
of a Security Council resolution requiring all states to take measures to suppress and prevent
terrorism. Part III discusses the potential contribution of the International Criminal Court and
other international tribunals to the prosecution of suspected terrorists. Part IV describes the array
of international measures relevant to preventing terrorist acquisition of WMD, including WMD
treaties, a Security Council resolution, export control arrangements, programs to secure materials
and weapons, and the initiative to prevent shipment of WMD-related items.
I.

Conventions on Terrorism

(A)
Treaties in Force
Twelve multilateral treaties relating to terrorism have entered into force in the last forty years.
The United States is a party to all of them.5
(1)

1963 Tokyo Convention on Offenses and Certain Other Acts
Committed on Board Aircraft6
This treaty does not define specific offenses; it broadly covers “(a) offences against penal law” and
“(b) acts which, whether or not they are offences, may or do jeopardize the safety of the aircraft or
of persons or property therein or which jeopardize good order and discipline on board.” The state
of registration of the aircraft is deemed to have jurisdiction over these acts and must enact
legislation or other measures to ensure its ability to prosecute. The Tokyo Convention inter alia
provides authority for the commander of the aircraft to take necessary measures to protect the
aircraft and requires states to permit the aircraft to land and to take custody of the perpetrator
when necessary.
Many of the acts that fall within the scope of this treaty are also addressed in more detail in the
aviation-related treaties described below.
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(2)
1970 Hague Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Seizure of Aircraft7
This treaty covers the prosecution of individuals accused of committing hijackings using force,
threat of force, or any other form of intimidation. It also covers accomplices and attempted
hijackings. State parties agree to adopt legislation making these acts punishable by “severe
penalties.” States are required to take measures to establish jurisdiction over acts committed in
their territory and in aircraft registered to them. States must also take measures to establish
jurisdiction over alleged offenders located in their territory and either prosecute or extradite them.
The Hague Convention improves on the Tokyo Convention by detailing specific unlawful acts
and requiring prosecution or extradition and the administration of“severe penalties.”
(3)

1971 Montreal Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful
Acts Against the Safety of Civil Aviation8
This treaty covers violent acts against persons on board that are likely to endanger flight safety,
destruction of the aircraft, damage to the aircraft that is likely to endanger flight safety, and
destruction or damage of air navigation facilities. It also covers accomplices and attempted acts.
Like the 1970 Hague Convention, the Montreal Convention requires states to adopt severe
penalties against these offenses and to take measures to exercise jurisdiction over acts committed
in their territory and in aircraft registered to them. States must also take measures to establish
jurisdiction over alleged offenders located in their territory and either prosecute or extradite them.
The distinction between the Hague and Montreal Conventions is that the Hague Convention is
aimed at acts of hijackings, whereas the Montreal Convention covers bombings and other violent
acts that are likely to cause an aircraft to crash.
(4)

1973 Convention on the Prevention and Punishment of
Crimes Against Internationally Protected Persons, Including Diplomatic
Agents9
This treaty covers violent acts (such as assassination or other attacks) against heads of state and
representatives of government and international organizations that are protected under
international law. Attempted acts and accomplices are also covered. States are required to make
the crimes punishable by appropriate penalties in relation to the gravity of the crime. States must
take measures to establish jurisdiction over acts committed in their territory, by their nationals
and when the victim is a protected person acting on behalf of the state. States must also establish
jurisdiction over suspected offenders located in their territory and prosecute or extradite them.
(5)
1979 Convention Against the Taking of Hostages10
This treaty defines the offense of hostage-taking as “seiz[ing] or detain[ing] and threaten[ing] to
kill, to injure or to continue to detain another person. . . in order to compel a third party. . . to do
or abstain from doing any act as an explicit or implicit condition for the release of the hostage.”
Attempted acts and accomplices are also covered. It requires states to make the crimes
punishable by appropriate penalties given the gravity of the crime and to take measures to
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establish jurisdiction over offenses committed in their territory, by their nationals and, where
appropriate, when hostages are their nationals. States must also establish jurisdiction over
suspected offenders located in their territory and prosecute or extradite them.
(6)
1980 Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material11
This convention sets standards for the protection of nuclear material being used for peaceful
purposes. It applies mainly to material in international transport. States agree that they will only
export or import nuclear material if they are assured of certain physical protections as laid out by
the convention. States are required to criminalize acts including the theft of nuclear material,
fraudulent acquisition of nuclear material, acts without lawful authority that constitute “the receipt,
possession, use, transfer, alteration, disposal or dispersal of nuclear material and which cause[ ] or
[are] likely to cause death or serious injury to any person or substantial damage to property,” and
threats to use nuclear material to cause injury to any person or substantial damage to property.
States must take measures to establish jurisdiction for offenses that occur in their territory or by
their nationals. States must also establish jurisdiction over suspected offenders located in their
territory and prosecute or extradite them.
On July 8, 2005, delegates from 89 countries agreed to fundamental changes that will
substantially strengthen the Convention on the Physical Protection of Nuclear Material (CPPNM).
IAEA Director-General Mohamed ElBaradei welcomed the agreement, stating that: “This new and
stronger treaty is an important step towards greater nuclear security by combating, preventing,
and ultimately punishing those who would engage in nuclear theft, sabotage or even terrorism. It
demonstrates that there is indeed a global commitment to remedy weaknesses in our nuclear
security regime."12 The amended CPPNM requires states parties to protect nuclear facilities and
material in peaceful domestic use, storage and transport. It will also provide for expanded
cooperation among States regarding rapid measures to locate and recover stolen or smuggled
nuclear material, mitigate any radiological consequences of sabotage, and prevent and combat
related offenses. The new rules will come into effect once they have been ratified by two-thirds of
the 112 states parties of the Convention, expected to take several years.
(7)

1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts of
Violence at Airports Serving International Civil Aviation13
This protocol extends the provisions of the 1971 Montreal Convention to acts of violence at
airports serving international civil aviation.
(8)

1988 Rome Convention for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts
Against the Safety of Maritime Navigation14
This convention was drafted largely in response to the 1985 Achille Lauro hijacking to address
terrorist acts aboard ships. Offenses under the treaty include seizure of control of a ship by threat
or use of force; violent acts against persons on board a ship (passengers or crew) that are likely to
endanger the safety of its navigation, destruction of a ship or damage likely to endanger the safety
11
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of its navigation and damage to maritime navigation facilities. It covers attempted acts and
accomplices. It does not apply to ships used for military purposes. It requires states to take
measures to establish jurisdiction over offenses committed in their territory, on ships flying their
flag and by their nationals. States must also establish jurisdiction over suspected offenders
located in their territory and prosecute or extradite them.
(9)

1988 Protocol for the Suppression of Unlawful Acts Against the Safety of
Fixed Platforms Located on the Continental Shelf15
This protocol, which supplements the 1988 Rome Convention, creates a legal regime similar to
that which applies to international aviation. This protocol provides for the prosecution of violent
acts committed against fixed platforms located on the continental shelf, which are defined as
structures attached to the sea bed for “exploration or exploitation of resources or for other
economic purposes.”
(10)

1991 Convention on the Marking of Plastic Explosives for
the Purpose of Detection16
This convention was drafted largely in response to the 1988 explosion of a Pan Am flight over
Lockerbie, Scotland. Recognizing the role that plastic explosives have played in terrorist
bombings, this convention requires states to mark plastic explosives with a detection agent that
will enhance their detectability. States are required to take measures (which may be penal, but
are not required to be) to prohibit and prevent the manufacture of unmarked plastic explosives in
their territory. To the extent that states’ police or military retain unmarked plastic explosives, they
must be marked, consumed or destroyed within 15 years.
(11)
1997 Convention for the Suppression of Terrorist Bombings 17
This convention defines the offense of terrorist bombings as delivering, placing, discharging or
detonating an explosive or other lethal device in, into or against a place of public use, a state or
government facility, a public transportation system or an infrastructure facility with the intent to
cause death or serious bodily injury; or cause extensive destruction where the destruction results
in or is likely to result in major economic loss. States must adopt necessary legislation to make
these acts criminal. States are required to take measures to establish jurisdiction for offenses
committed in their territory and by their nationals and may establish jurisdiction in other
instances, including offenses committed against their nationals and their government facilities.
States must also establish jurisdiction over suspected offenders located in their territory and
prosecute or extradite them.
(12)
1999 Convention for the Suppression of the Financing of Terrorism18
Noting that the number and seriousness of terrorist attacks depend on obtaining funding, this
treaty criminalizes the financing of terrorism. The offense of financing of terrorism is defined as
providing or collecting funds intended to be used to carry out: (a) an act which constitutes an
offense under specified terrorism-related treaties (the treaties listed above, with the exception of
the 1963 Tokyo Convention and the 1991 Convention on Plastic Explosives) or (b) “any other act
15
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intended to cause death or serious bodily injury to a civilian, or to any other person not taking an
active part in hostilities in a situation of armed conflict, when the purpose of such act, by its
nature or context, is to intimidate a population, or to compel a Government or an international
organization to do or to abstain from doing any act.”
It is notable that clause (b) of the definition of financing terrorism comes closer to defining
“terrorism” than any provision contained in the other 11 treaties. The treaty requires states to adopt
penal legislation to prosecute individual offenders and also to hold legal entities liable for
offenses committed on their behalf. States are required to take appropriate measures for the
identification, detection, and freezing or seizure of any funds used or allocated for financing
terrorism, or that are proceeds from terrorism. States must take measures to establish jurisdiction
for offenses committed in their territory and by their nationals. There are other instances for
which a state may establish jurisdiction, including when an offense is directed toward a state’s
territory or nationals. States must also establish jurisdiction over suspected offenders located in
their territory and prosecute or extradite them.
(B)
2005 International Convention for the Suppression of Acts of Nuclear Terrorism
A recent development in the network of anti-terrorism treaties was the adoption of a convention
addressing terrorist acts using, threatening to use, or aiming to use nuclear weapons or
radiological bombs or involving damage to a nuclear reactor or facility. It also encourages States
to cooperate in preventing terrorist attacks by sharing information and assisting each other in
connection with criminal investigations and extradition proceedings. On April 13, 2005, the
General Assembly adopted the treaty, and it opened for signature on September 14. It will enter
into force when ratified by 22 states. Under its provisions, alleged offenders must be either
extradited or prosecuted. It excludes activities of armed forces during an armed conflict, while
also providing that it does not address the issue of the legality of the use or threat of use of
nuclear weapons by states.
(C)
Assessing the Anti-Terrorism Treaty Regime
The value that most of these treaties bring to the fight against terrorism is that they require states
to take action against terrorist acts or actors within their territories and to ensure that their legal
systems, particularly their criminal codes, are equipped to address these crimes. There have been
some successes associated with these treaties. For example, in 1986, John F. Murphy, an expert
on international terrorism, noted a general decline in aircraft hijacking “due in part to the
preventive techniques mandated by [the International Civil Aviation] conventions and now
employed both in airports and aboard aircraft.”19 Although the author observed that hijackings
were on the rise again because hijackers were learning to avoid the security devices, he found that
“[t]here is also ample evidence that hijackers have been submitted for prosecution either in the
states where they have been found or in states to which they have been extradited. The
[International Civil Aviation] conventions appear to have played a useful role in support of these
prosecutions.”20
The treaties on terrorism, however, are limited in what they are able to accomplish. They largely
focus on prosecution, not prevention.21 Due to their ad hoc nature, there are gaps in what they
cover. For example, they do not extend to assassinations of non-official professionals such as
19
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businessmen and journalists and do not specifically criminalize attacks against water supplies,
public buses or trains.22 Most are far from universal, meaning that many states have not adopted
them. They do not create any regulatory bodies to monitor implementation or ensure states’
compliance. No sanctions exist for states parties that refuse to extradite or prosecute terrorists or
that harbor terrorists. Several of the treaties are weakened by failure to reach acts that are
committed solely within one state’s territory and are inconsistent as to whether they permit refusal
of extradition of suspects based on grounds of political acts.23 The following discussion details
some of the attempts being made to address gaps in this treaty system.
Since the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks, progress has been made on the goal of universal
ratification of the anti-terrorism treaties. In September 2001, the Security Council passed
Resolution 1373, which requires states to take a series of actions to combat terrorism (discussed
below).24 It also calls upon states to become parties to the twelve international terrorism
conventions and to increase cooperation in the fight against terrorism. The Counter-Terrorism
Committee (CTC), the committee created to monitor implementation of Resolution 1373, is
contributing to states’ efforts to become parties to all twelve instruments. The CTC has been
identifying those states that need assistance with the ratification process and working to ensure
such states receive help from appropriate assistance providers. Prior to Resolution 1373, only a
few states had ratified all 12 anti-terrorism conventions. After two years, over 40 states had done
so.25
Efforts to improve the treaty regime continue within the United Nations, with the General
Assembly continuing to negotiate a comprehensive convention on terrorism– including a
definition of terrorism - and the Security Council passing resolutions aimed at strengthening
member states’ anti-terrorism laws. These are discussed below.
II.

United Nations Activities on Terrorism

(A)
The Efforts to Create a Comprehensive Terrorism Convention
As noted above, because most of the terrorism-related treaties were drafted in response to highly
visible terrorist acts, they address only specific acts of terrorism and neglect others. A
comprehensive terrorism convention would end this piecemeal response. In his survey of
terrorism-related treaties, International Terrorism: Multilateral Conventions and Documents,
international law scholar M. Cherif Bassiouni observed:
A comprehensive convention which combines all existing conventions pertaining
to terrorism into a single updated text would significantly advance the overall
objectives of these conventions. Such a comprehensive text would contribute to
the elimination of overlaps, gaps and ambiguities which currently exist in the
[existing] conventions. It would also eliminate the need to consult multiple legal
sources in order to enforce State Party obligations. If this piecemeal subjectmatter approach trend continues, there is no end to the number of conventions
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likely to be developed over the years to come, and there is no hope to make the
legal mechanisms contained within each convention more effective.26
International terrorism scholar John F. Murphy also concluded that a global convention to “define
international terrorism, make it an international crime, subject all state parties to the ‘extradite or
prosecute’ formula and provide for other forms of cooperation” would be ideal.27
Since 1996, an ad hoc committee created by the United Nations General Assembly (“GA”) in 1996
and open to all UN members has been negotiating a draft comprehensive convention on terrorism.
As elaborated by the ad hoc committee, the comprehensive convention would define terrorism
and require states to criminalize terrorist acts and take measures to establish jurisdiction over
terrorist acts.28 Two main issues have stalled completion of the draft: (1) whether acts
committed by persons engaged in the struggle against “foreign occupation” (e.g., Palestinian attacks
in Israel) should be considered acts of terrorism, and (2) whether the acts of states’ armed forces,
which are already subject to the law of armed conflict during wartime, should be covered by this
convention, i.e., whether acts committed by armed forces may be treated as terrorist acts under
this convention.29
(B)
The Definition of Terrorism
The debate over the definition of terrorism, particularly whether the definition of terrorism should
exclude resistance against foreign occupation, reflects the often-heard adage that one state’s
terrorist is another state’s freedom fighter. It is a tension that has existed since the UN’s first
attempts at addressing terrorism in the early 1970s.30 At that time, there was a larger degree of
tolerance for the position that politically motivated acts, particularly those committed in
resistance to foreign occupation, did not constitute terrorism. As Professor Malvina Halberstam
observes, this was demonstrated in a 1972 General Assembly (GA) resolution relating to
terrorism that established an Ad Hoc Committee on Terrorism but at the same time “reaffirm[ed]
the inalienable right to self-determination and independence of all peoples under colonial and
racist regimes and other forms of alien domination and uph[eld] the legitimacy of their struggle,
in particular the struggle of national liberation movements.”31 That resolution did not even
26
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condemn terrorism, and it was not until 1985 that the GA passed a resolution unequivocally
condemning “as criminal, all acts, methods and practices of terrorism wherever and by whomever
committed.”32
In 2005, efforts to reach a definition on terrorism were re-energized as part of the UN reform
process leading to a 2005 summit of world leaders. The Secretary-General and a panel of highlevel experts convened for the purpose of making recommendations on global security challenges
both urged that a definition of terrorism be included in the Summit outcome.33 Negotiations were
not successful in reaching an agreement on a definition of terrorism. Instead, the 2005 Summit
Outcome Document “condemned terrorism in all its forms” and stressed “the need to make every
effort to reach an agreement on and conclude a comprehensive convention on international
terrorism during the sixtieth session of the General Assembly.”34
The Security Council, especially since the September 11 attacks, has also condemned terrorism
on numerous occasions and worked towards a definition as well. In 2004, Security Council
Resolution 1566 stated that “criminal acts, including against civilians, committed with the intent to
cause death or serious bodily injury, or taking hostages, with the purpose to provoke a state of
terror in the general public or in a group of persons or particular persons, intimidate a population
or compel a government or an international organization to do or to abstain from doing any act,
which constitute offences within the scope of and as defined in the international conventions and
protocols relating to terrorism, are under no circumstances justifiable by considerations of a
political, philosophical, ideological, racial, ethnic, religious or other similar nature…
.”35
While the General Assembly and the Security Council have condemned terrorism regardless of its
motives, there are many member states that oppose this construct of terrorism as unfairly imposed
by powerful states and in ignorance of the types of “terrorism” that powerful states wage on
repressed states. Libya raised this issue in the 2001 General Assembly debates, speaking on
behalf of the Arab Group:
We cannot condemn terrorism and fight it when it hits one country and turn a
blind eye when it hits other countries. It is unacceptable to label as terrorism the
struggle of peoples to protect themselves or to attain their independence, while at
the same time ignoring real terrorism and its many faces - such as occupation...36
It is this fundamental disagreement that poses a serious obstacle to achieving a definition.37
Nevertheless, progress has been made since 9/11 to develop a system to improve states’ capacity
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to prevent and prosecute terrorist acts, particularly through rules imposed by the Security
Council.
(C)

Security Council Resolutions

(1)
Pre-9/11
The Security Council is uniquely qualified to respond to terrorism and to require states to take
measures addressing terrorism. Under Chapter VII of the UN Charter, once the Security Council
determines the existence of a threat to international peace and security– and the Council has
determined that acts of international terrorism do constitute such a threat38– states are required to
comply with the measures that the Security Council determines are appropriate to meet this
threat. In addition to condemning certain specific acts of terrorism, the Security Council has
passed a number of resolutions aimed at denying certain individuals and groups the means to
carry out terrorist acts and requiring states to take action against such individuals and groups.
For example, Resolution 1267 called for Afghanistan’s Taliban regime to stop providing sanctuary
and training for international terrorists and to cooperate with efforts to bring indicted terrorists to
justice. 39 Resolution 1267 ordered the Taliban to turn over Osama bin Laden to authorities in a
state where he had been indicted, such as the United States, or to another state where he would be
arrested and prosecuted. It banned flights to Afghanistan, directed states to freeze funds that
related to properties owned by the Taliban, and created a committee to oversee implementation of
these sanctions. These measures were augmented by Resolution 1333 of December 2000, which
included sanctions against the sale of military equipment to the Taliban.40
The sanctions regime created under Resolution 1267 has continued to function following the
overthrow of the Taliban, by targeting specific individuals and entities for sanctions regardless of
their physical whereabouts. All states are required to freeze the assets, prevent transit through
their territory, and prevent the supply of arms and military equipment to individuals and entities
designated by a Security Council committee established for this purpose (the ‘1267 Committee’).41
The 1267 Committee, comprised of all Security Council members, maintains and updates the list
of Taliban or Al Qaeda-related individuals and entities that are subject to sanctions, and monitors
state compliance with these sanctions.
(2) Post-9/11
The September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks brought a new level of urgency to the issue of terrorism
in the United States and the United Nations. The UN Security Council responded to the
September 11 attacks in Resolution 1368, passed the following day. The Security Council has the
authority to take actions including authorizing use of military force to respond to threats to peace
and security, and Resolution 1368 noted the Security Council’s“readiness to take all necessary
steps” to respond to the attacks. The resolution also recognized “the inherent right of individual or
collective self-defence in accordance with the [UN] Charter,” thus reaffirming the principle
articulated in UN Charter Article 51 that “[n]othing in the...Charter shall impair the inherent right
of individual or collective self-defence if an armed attack occurs against a Member of the United
Nations, until the Security Council has taken measures necessary to maintain international peace
and security.” When the United States invaded Afghanistan in its search for the perpetrators of the
9/11 attacks, it did not request authorization from the Security Council. This decision was
generally accepted as consistent with this right to self-defense and the terms of Resolution 1368.
38
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The most far-reaching Security Council response to the 9/11 terrorist attacks was adopted on
September 28, 2001 at the behest of the United States. Resolution 1373 requires all states to take
a series of actions: criminalize the act of providing or collecting funds to be used to carry out
terrorist attacks; freeze all funds of individuals or entities with ties to terrorist activities; refrain
from supporting entities or persons involved with terrorism, including the elimination of the
supply of weapons to terrorists; and deny terrorists safe haven and ensure their prosecution. As
described by John Negroponte, the U.S. Ambassador to the United Nations at the time the
resolution passed, Resolution 1373“generat[ed] a worldwide juridical transformation.”42 Unlike
the twelve terrorism conventions, which are only binding on states that ratify them, Resolution
1373, as a decision of the Security Council, binds all states.43
As a result, all states, regardless of whether they had consented to do so in any of the terrorism
treaties, are by virtue of Resolution 1373 obligated“to prevent and suppress terrorist attacks and
take action against perpetrators of such attacks” and to transform their national legislation to
criminalize terrorist financing. The obligations set forth in Resolution 1373 are of unlimited
duration and can only be terminated by a subsequent Security Council resolution.44 As described
by one international legal scholar, with Resolution 1373,“the United Nations Security Council
broke new ground by using, for the first time, its Chapter VII powers under the Charter to order
all states to take or to refrain from specified actions in a context not limited to disciplining a
particular country.”45
Resolution 1373 ushered in a new era for the Security Council acting as global lawmaking body.
In April 2004, the Security Council passed Resolution 1540, which requires states to adopt laws
and other control measures to prevent the acquisition of weapons of mass destruction by non-state
actors, discussed in Part V.46 Like Resolution 1373, it establishes a sub-committee to monitor
state implementation. Security Council Resolution 1566 sets forth a definition of terrorism
(without labeling it as such) and called on all states to “ensure that such acts are punished by
penalties consistent with their grave nature.”47 Most recently, Resolution 1624, passed by a
Security Council meeting of heads of state during the September 2005 Summit, creates a legal
prohibition on incitement to commit terrorist acts.48
(D)

The Counter-Terrorism Committee

(1)
Functions of the CTC
Resolution 1373 called for the creation of the CTC, composed of all Security Council member
states, to monitor the implementation of its measures and increase states’ capabilities to fight
terrorism. States are required to report to the CTC on the measures they have taken to implement
the Resolution. These reports form the basis of the CTC’s work; experts employed by the CTC
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review the reports and ask follow-up questions to be answered by states in additional reports.49
The CTC received initial reports from all 191 countries.
The CTC’s assessment of states’ capabilities is separated into three stages. The first stage is to
ensure that states have the necessary legislation in place to address all aspects of Resolution 1373,
with a particular focus on combating the financing of terrorism.50 The CTC recognized that
legislation is a “key issue because without an effective legislative framework States cannot
develop executive machinery to prevent and suppress terrorism, or bring terrorists and their
supporters to justice.”51 The second stage focuses on improving states’executive machinery to best
implement counter-terrorism legislation, for example, ensuring that states have in place effective
intelligence and police to monitor and apprehend those involved in terrorist activities. The third
stage focuses on “the implementation of the above legislation and executive machinery to bring
terrorists and their supporters to justice.”52 Measures may include cooperation on the exchange of
information and judicial cooperation to prosecute terrorists.
The CTC is not itself able to provide assistance to improve states’ anti-terrorism capabilities. It
works as a switchboard to connect assistance providers with states seeking assistance. One tool
offered by the CTC is its database, the CTC Directory of Counter-Terrorism Information and
Sources of Assistance, which offers information on standards, best practices and sources of
assistance in the area of counter-terrorism.53 The CTC also maintains a “Matrix of Assistance
Requests” that provides an overview of assistance needs, and information on assistance
programs.54
(2)
Revitalizing the CTC
The early assessment of the CTC was that it was helping to build the political will to combat
terrorism but that it lacked the infrastructure to sustain itself. On the positive side, as noted
above, it significantly increased membership in the 12 anti-terrorism conventions. Reports to the
CTC revealed that a large number of states did not have any legislation tailored to counter
terrorism and are now revising their laws. However, the political will to implement this
resolution has faded. Three years after the adoption of Resolution 1373, 78 states had failed to
meet their latest reporting requirements.55
A January 2004 report of the Chair of the Counter-Terrorism Committee highlighted the
problems in implementing Resolution 1373 and in particular the difficulties of the CTC’s role.
The report determined, among other things, that the CTC needed to play a more proactive role in
assessing states’ needs, needed to better monitor provision of assistance, including with field
49
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missions, and needed greater coordination and cooperation with regional, subregional and
international organizations.56 The Counter-Terrorism Committee then submitted a proposal for
changes to the CTC’s structure.57
In March 2004, the Security Council endorsed the CTC’s reform proposals and unanimously
adopted a “reform plan” in Resolution 1535.58 It is described as “revitalizing” the CTC to strengthen
its ability to help states implement their obligations under Resolution 1373.59 The Committee was
restructured to contain an Executive Directorate (hereinafter “CTED”), meaning that the Committee
now has a full-time staff of professionals working on its agenda. It was declared operational in
December 2005.60 The CTED is committed to facilitating state assistance and developing a set of
best practices for state implementation of counter terrorism efforts. The CTC has also adopted
guidelines and procedures for conducting visits to member states, so as to better monitor
implementation of Resolution 1373 and to identify more effectively the technical assistance needs
of states.61 The absence of such procedures had been considered a major impediment to the
effectiveness of the Committee.
(3)
Assessing the CTC
Even with its revitalization, there are limits as to what the CTC may accomplish. It is a reporting
body, not a sanctions body. It is aimed at long-term and cooperative efforts, not challenging
states’ violations. It is therefore better suited to address states that are willing but unable to
improve their national capabilities to fight terrorism than those states that are unwilling to fight
terrorism. The CTC may report issues of non-compliance to the Security Council, which must
then decide what tools it should bring to bear against states that fail to properly implement the
terms of Resolution 1373.
The fact that Resolution 1373 does not include a definition of terrorism had left some ambiguities
as to what acts states’ legislation must cover. Resolution 1566 clarified this ambiguity with the
inclusion of a definition of terrorist acts that states must take measures to prevent and prosecute.
The fundamental limitation of the CTC is that it depends on the political will of its member states.
States must be willing to maintain their commitments and use these tools to prevent terrorist acts
and apprehend suspected terrorists. Despite its limitations, the CTC nevertheless has an
important role to play in strengthening states’ capacities to combat terrorism. The exchange of
information between state governments and the CTC has generated an unprecedented amount of
data on counter-terrorism capacities and practices. The Committee is best-positioned to
coordinate the delivery of technical assistance by international and regional organizations and
donor states to those requesting it. As the demand for assistance continues to increase, the CTC’s
function in this regard will become increasingly important.62 The Committee is also bestpositioned to improve coordination and cooperation among the many international and regional
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bodies concerned with counter-terrorism. Improving performance in these areas will allow the
CTC to fulfill its mandate more effectively.63
Another important challenge for the United Nations is ensuring that states respect human rights in
preventing and suppressing terrorism. The question of how to strike the right balance between
protection of human rights and anti-terrorism efforts of terrorism is beyond the scope of this
report. It is noteworthy, however, that the actions taken at the UN immediately after 9/11 did not
affirm human rights norms in the context of combating terrorism while more recent UNinitiatives to counter terrorism now incorporate human rights language.
Resolution 1373, for example, was criticized for failing to refer to states’ duties to respect human
rights in the fight against terrorism and the lack of a mandate for the CTC to consider human
rights implications of counter terror efforts.64 The Security Council subsequently began to
incorporate normative expressions that human rights be respected in the context of combating
terrorism. Security Council Resolutions 1456 , 1535 and 1624 require states to “ensure that any
measures to combat terrorism comply with all their obligations under international law, and [to]
adopt such measures in accordance with international law, in particular international human
rights, refugee, and humanitarian law.” The World Summit Outcome included a similar
statement.65 The Counter-terrorism Executive Directorate also now includes a human rights
expert.
III.

International Tribunals to Prosecute Terrorist Acts

Many of the terrorism-related treaties described above are aimed at strengthening states’ legal
systems to improve their ability to bring terrorists to justice in a national legal system. But there
may be incidents where a compelling interest exists for the prosecution of terrorists in an
international forum, for example, when a large-scale terrorist attack directly affects a number of
states or implicates citizens from a number of countries. For those crimes, there are several
possible international tribunals where prosecutions could take place.
(A)
The International Criminal Court
On July 1, 2002, the International Criminal Court (ICC) came into existence.66 It was created by
a treaty, the Rome Statute of the International Criminal Court, that has been ratified by over 100
states,67 and is the world’s first permanent court empowered to prosecute individuals. The ICC is
63
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distinct from the International Court of Justice, the principal judicial organ of the UN, which
handles disputes among states. The ICC has jurisdiction over crimes against humanity, war
crimes and genocide, as well as aggression if and when agreement is reached upon its definition.68
As a precondition for jurisdiction, crimes must be a) committed on the territory of a state party (or
a state that has provided consent to the court’s jurisdiction); b) committed by a citizen of a state
party (or a state that has provided consent to the court’s jurisdiction); or c) referred to the ICC by
the UN Security Council. The ICC provides complementary jurisdiction to national courts. That
is, the court will act only in cases where the relevant state is either unwilling or unable to exercise
jurisdiction.
Acts of terrorism are not crimes per se under the ICC statute,69 but large-scale terrorist attacks of
the type and magnitude that occurred on September 11, 2001 would likely fall within the
definition of crimes against humanity, which are covered under the ICC statute.70 The possibility
of the ICC trying terrorist acts has been confirmed by the ICC’s chief prosecutor Luis Moreno
Ocampo. Mr. Ocampo noted that the court’s jurisdiction would cover acts on the scale of the 9/11
attacks, provided that the acts satisfy the preconditions for the ICC’s jurisdiction (stated above).71
The 9/11 attacks themselves may not be brought before the ICC because they took place before
the ICC statute came into effect on July 2, 2002.
Currently, the United States is actively opposed to the ICC and does not endorse the use of the
ICC to prosecute terrorists. The primary objection to the ICC is the fear that it will be used for
politically-motivated prosecutions against American soldiers or politicians.72 Proponents of the
court deny that this is a credible risk, arguing that there are sufficient safeguards in place to
prevent politically motivated prosecutions.73
President Clinton signed the Rome Statute, but simultaneously noted that he did not intend to
seek its ratification.74 In May 2002, the Bush administration revoked the U.S. signature of the
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Rome Statute.75 Meanwhile, Congress passed legislation to block U.S. cooperation with and
support for the Court, known as the American Servicemembers Protection Act (the ASPA).76 The
ASPA also blocks military funding - in the form of International Military Education
Training funds and Foreign Military Financing funds - to states that are parties to the ICC
unless those states enter into agreements where they undertake not to send U.S. citizens to the
ICC or if the President waives this requirement based on national security.77 In 2004, Congress
added restrictions on economic assistance– in the form of Economic Support Funds - to the
ASPA’s restrictions on military funding in legislation known as the Nethercutt Amendment.78
Despite the U.S. government’s general opposition to the ICC, Congress did recognize that the ICC
could contribute to bringing terrorists and other international criminals to justice. Thus, the ASPA
includes a clause (the Dodd Amendment) that states: “Nothing in this title shall prohibit the
United States from rendering assistance to international efforts to bring to justice Saddam
Hussein, Slobodan Milosovic, Osama bin Laden, other members of Al Qaeda, leaders of Islamic
Jihad, and other foreign nationals accused of genocide, war crimes or crimes against humanity.”79
This amendment recognizes that the ICC may play a role in prosecuting terrorists in the future,
and the United States does not want to foreclose the possibility of involvement in such
prosecutions. The sponsor of the amendment, Senator Chris Dodd, stated:
I cannot believe, I do not want to believe, that if we apprehend, through the
international community, people I have just mentioned on [the amendment’s] list,
that under this bill we would be prohibited from assisting in the prosecution of
Osama bin Laden, the Islamic Jihad, Saddam Hussein, and other members of the
terrorist community in the world.80
David Scheffer, former U.S. Ambassador at Large for War Crimes Issues, observed that the
possibility of using the ICC to prosecute terrorists is a powerful reason to consider supporting the
court: “If only in its own self-interest, the United States will want to collaborate with its allies and
friends around the world and explore the utility of the ICC as a potent judicial weapon in the war
against terrorism.”81
Notwithstanding its objections to the ICC, in March 2005 the U.S. abstained rather than vetoed a
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vote of 11 in favor, none against, with 4 abstentions (Algeria, Brazil, China, United States), the
resolution accommodated the United States by deciding that officials or personnel from a
contributing State outside the Sudan which was not a party to the Rome Statute would be subject
to the exclusive jurisdiction of that contributing State. The United States refrained from vetoing
the resolution based on the need for the international community to work together in order to end
the climate of impunity in the Sudan, and because the resolution provided protection from
investigation or prosecution for United States nationals.
Ad Hoc International Tribunals
(B)
Another international legal option that may be available to the United States for the prosecution
of terrorists is the creation of an ad hoc tribunal established by the UN Security Council.
There is precedent for the establishment of Security Council-based ad hoc tribunals to prosecute
crimes against humanity in the International Criminal Tribunal for the Former Yugoslavia and the
International Criminal Tribunal for Rwanda.83 Both tribunals were created by the Security
Council acting under its Chapter VII authority84 to prosecute persons responsible for serious
violations of international humanitarian law in the two territories. The Security Council could
create a similar tribunal to address serious terrorist acts.85 Unlike the ICC, an ad hoc tribunal
would have the ability to prosecute crimes that took place prior to July 1, 2002, the date that the
jurisdiction of the ICC took effect. Also, it would likely have more political appeal to the United
States than the ICC because such a court would have a limited mandate (tied to a certain act or
series of acts) and would be overseen by the Security Council, a body in which the U.S. wields
veto power. Such a court would therefore not risk the prosecution of US military personnel or
government officials.
Some international law and human rights advocates have supported the use of international
tribunals for the prosecution of suspected terrorists apprehended by the United States during the
invasion of Afghanistan who are being held in Guantanamo Bay.86 However, the use of
international courts has been rejected by the Bush administration, which instead proceeded with
trials in domestic courts and military commissions established by President Bush after 9/11 to try
suspected terrorists. .87
The post-9/11 policies of detaining and trying terrorists have been substantially eroded through
challenges in the U.S. courts. The detention of suspected terrorists held in U.S. custody, whether
or not for trial by military tribunals, was limited by a pair of decisions handed down by the
Supreme Court in June 2004. The Court held that detainees could invoke the writ of habeas
corpus to challenge their detentions, meaning that their detentions are open to review in U.S.
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courts.88 The Court stopped short of declaring a right of all detainees to a full criminal trial,
instead holding that they are entitled to “a meaningful opportunity to contest the factual basis for
[their] detention before a neutral decisionmaker,” in accordance with due process of law.89
Subsequently, the use of the military commissions established by the Bush Administration to try
suspected terrorists was rejected by the Supreme Court in Hamdan v. Rumsfeld90 This case
concerned a Guantanamo detainee, Salim Ahmed Hamdan, a Yemeni who was allegedly Osama
bin Laden's driver in Afghanistan. The Supreme Court ruled that the tribunals did not meet the
requirements of the Geneva Conventions and the U.S. Uniform Code of Military Justice for
failing to confer certain protections to the accused, including the right to be present, equivalent to
those provided by courts martial for U.S. military personnel.91 The Armed Services Committees
of the Senate and the House of Representatives held hearings in July 2006 to consider
amendments to the Uniform Code of Military Justice in order to permit military commissions to
proceed.92 It is not known what legislation, if any, will emerge
The decision to use military tribunals had been harshly criticized by human rights activists and
many international legal experts. The president of the American Society of International Law at
the time of the announcement, Anne-Marie Slaughter, defended the use of international tribunals
for these detainees: “The difference between military commissions and an international tribunal is
the sanction and legitimacy of the global community. An international tribunal would
demonstrate the depth of international solidarity against terrorism.”93 On the other hand, Ruth
Wedgwood, international law professor and advisor to the Department of Defense on military
tribunals, observed that preference for military tribunals over international ad hoc tribunals is
partly because the ad hoc tribunals do not have the ability to handle a volume of cases and will
not offer sufficient protection for sensitive intelligence information.94 Others have suggested
expanding the mandate of existing ad hoc tribunals to allow for the prosecution of terrorists.95
It is clear even in this brief review of US policy that the United States has not embraced the use of
international tribunals to prosecute terrorists. Indeed, this is one of the most controversial uses of
international legal mechanisms for American policy makers. Even with the rejection of the US
military tribunals, the possibility of international tribunals does not appear to be an option in the
near term. Nevertheless, employing international tribunals to dispense international justice is no
longer only an ideal, and prosecution of past and future terrorist acts in a variety of international
legal forums is a real option.
IV.

Multilateral Instruments Addressing Weapons of Mass Destruction
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The December 2002 United States National Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction
reflects how closely this administration links proliferation of WMD with the threat of terrorism:
“[T]errorist groups are seeking to acquire WMD with the stated purpose of killing large numbers
of our people and those of our friends and allies– without compunction and without warning.” The
report goes on to name a number of international regimes that are intended to control access to
and prevent use of WMD. The White House expressed the goals of strengthening and ensuring
compliance with these instruments, creating new regimes to serve these goals and “cultivat[ing] an
international environment that is more conducive to nonproliferation.”96 Nonproliferation can be
achieved by enhancing measures “that seek to dissuade or impede proliferant states and terrorist
networks, as well as to slow and make more costly their access to sensitive technologies, material
and expertise.”
Describing the successes of treaties and export control regimes, the Director of the State
Department’s Office of Chemical, Biological, and Missile Nonproliferation said:
These efforts have impeded progress in missile and [chemical and biological
weapons] programs of concern -- among other things causing delays, forcing the
use of elaborate and time-consuming procurement networks, and compelling
reliance on older and sometimes less effective technology. They have established
a global political and legal barrier against the spread of WMD and led to
unprecedented international inspections of nuclear and chemical weapons
programs. Each has recorded a number of successes and each faces unique
challenges.97
The relevant instruments described below range from multilateral treaties to less formal
cooperative export control groups and codes of conduct.
(A)
WMD Treaties
The primary purpose of these instruments is to address state actions. However, they also contain
provisions that are useful in improving states’ abilities to block terrorists’ access to WMD and their
precursors.
(1)
1968 Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty98
Nuclear weapons and facilities pose several distinct risks in connection with terrorism. There is a
risk that a state engaged in developing or acquiring nuclear weapons or materials will sell or
transfer them to terrorists. There is a risk that terrorists will steal a nuclear weapon. Another risk
is terrorist diversion of nuclear materials from a nuclear facility or during transit to manufacture a
radiological weapon (a dirty bomb), which disperses radioactive material rather than creating a
nuclear explosion. If sufficiently resourced and organized, there is a risk that terrorists will
obtain fissile materials and then build a nuclear explosive device. There is also a risk that the
nuclear facilities themselves will be attacked and disperse radioactive material.
The Nuclear Nonproliferation Treaty (NPT) and its monitoring agency, the International Atomic
Energy Agency (IAEA), address these threats in a variety of ways. With respect to states
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transferring weapons to terrorists, the NPT prohibits nuclear weapon states (China, France,
Russia, the United Kingdom and the United States) from transferring to any recipient whatsoever
nuclear weapons or nuclear explosive devices or control over such weapons. The non-nuclear
weapon states agree not to develop nuclear weapons or accept their transfer. All states are
entitled to use nuclear energy for peaceful purposes. All but four states take part in this regime.99
In order to ensure that NPT non-nuclear weapon states are not diverting nuclear energy programs
for use in weapons, they are required to accept comprehensive safeguard agreements relating to
their peaceful nuclear activities with oversight from the IAEA. Pursuant to these safeguards, the
IAEA conducts inspections that, among other things, verify records and inventories.
(a)
IAEA Measures to Combat Terrorism
After 9/11, the IAEA added initiatives and expanded existing programs to better guard against
terrorism, many of which are set forth in its“Action Plan on Combating Nuclear Terrorism,”
published in March 2002.100 The focus areas of the action plan are prevention, detection and
response.
The IAEA issues recommendations to help states improve the physical protection of their nuclear
materials and facilities.101 It also monitors and works to combat the illicit trafficking in nuclear
material. It maintains a database on illicit trafficking and offers training to member states’
customs and police officials. Since 1993, the IAEA database has recorded “approximately 630
confirmed incidents of trafficking in nuclear or other radioactive material.”102 Training is also
offered to strengthen states’ systems for accountancy and control of nuclear materials. Finally, the
IAEA also promotes the development of national legislation and adherence to related
international agreements and guidelines.103
Although the IAEA continues to evolve in the face of heightened fears of nuclear terrorism, its
mandate is limited. The recommendations regarding protection of nuclear materials and facilities
are only recommendations; unlike the safeguard agreements, they are not binding obligations.
Under the existing system, the ultimate responsibility for intra-state security of nuclear materials
is not in the hands of the IAEA but with states themselves. As with the CTC, the success of these
initiatives depends on the capabilities and the will of states.
(b)
Nuclear Fuel Cycle Technology
Non-nuclear weapon states regard the acquisition of technology to produce plutonium and
enriched uranium to power nuclear reactors as their right under the NPT, should they choose to
exercise it. However, the same technology can also produce materials for weapons. In the wake of
revelations about the Pakistan-based nuclear proliferation network led by nuclear metallurgist
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A.Q. Khan, the North Korean denial of IAEA monitoring of its fissile materials production
capabilities, and concerns that Iran may be seeking a nuclear weapons capability, proposals have
emerged to control the spread of uranium enrichment and plutonium reprocessing technology.
One of the drivers for this trend is the desire to limit access of terrorists to the materials. About a
dozen countries, including those possessing nuclear arms, now have such technology.
One proposed course of action is for exporting countries to deny the technology to additional
states, as called for by President Bush. The G-8 responded to President Bush's call by declaring a
moratorium on supply to non-possessing states, but the far larger Nuclear Suppliers Group has yet
to take any action. A second course is indicated by IAEA Director-General Mohamed ElBaradei's
call for "working towards multilateral control over the sensitive parts of the nuclear fuel cycle enrichment, reprocessing, and the management and disposal of spent fuel."104 While this proposed
approach has received favorable comment from states and others, its implementation does not
seem imminent.
(c)
The Role of Disarmament
The NPT goes beyond establishing a monitored nonproliferation regime; it also includes a
commitment to disarmament made by the nuclear weapon states. Article VI states: “Each of the
Parties to the Treaty undertakes to pursue negotiations in good faith on effective measures
relating to cessation of the nuclear arms race at an early date and to nuclear disarmament, and on
a treaty on general and complete disarmament under strict and effective international control.”
Although that language intentionally left the nuclear weapon states’commitment vague and
indefinite, in recent years, states parties have clarified what the obligation entails, and the nuclear
weapons states have agreed to arms control/disarmament measures. 105 Nuclear weapons states
most recently made such commitments in the Final Declaration of the NPT 2000 Review
Conference.106 They include the entry into force of the Comprehensive Test Ban Treaty,
negotiating a treaty to ban production of fissile material for nuclear weapons, and making the
reduction and elimination of nuclear arsenals irreversible and verified.
If these steps are taken by all nuclear weapon states, they will also help to reduce and secure
nuclear materials and explosives that would be available for acquisition or diversion by terrorists.
In recent years, though, the nuclear weapons states, and particularly the United States, have
backpedaled on the 2000 commitments. The May 2005 NPT Review Conference failed to reach
any agreement, in large part due to deep division over the current status of the commitments.107
The breakdown of the Review Conference was followed by the failure to agree on any measures
or even language regarding non-proliferation and disarmament of nuclear and other weapons of
mass destruction at the September 2005 World Summit.108 One consequence has been an inability
to advance action on widely agreed non-proliferation goals like enhancing the inspection powers
of the IAEA, or to take on the difficult task of coming to agreement on proposals to control the
spread of nuclear fuel cycle technology.
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(2)
1972 The Biological Weapons Convention109
Parties to this treaty (the“BWC”) are prohibited from developing, acquiring or retaining microbial
or other biological agents or toxins in quantities that have no justification for prophylactic,
protective or other peaceful purposes or means of delivery of these agents or toxins. States are
prohibited from transferring the prohibited items to any recipient whatsoever, directly or
indirectly, and may not assist or encourage “any State, group of States or international
organizations”to manufacture or acquire these items. States must also enact laws to prohibit the
development or possession of bioweapons and equipment in their territory.
This treaty contains the basic framework to address biological weapons, but it lacks the necessary
measures to restrain states from acquiring or using bioweapons and to ensure that states are
protecting against terrorist bioweapons activity in their jurisdictions. The BWC contains no
mechanisms to monitor compliance. It does not require states to prosecute people who are found
to be violating the treaty’s prohibitions.
Between 1994 and 2001, BWC parties worked to fill in some of the gaps in the BWC with the
negotiation of a protocol, a legally binding regime of declarations and inspections. It also would
have required states to adopt criminal laws to prosecute individuals engaged in bioweapon
activity. In July 2001, however, the United States put an end to the creation of this or any
additional legally binding mechanism. The United States explained that it rejected the protocol
because it would be ineffective (largely because of the difficulty in detecting small quantities of
biological agents) and would compromise national security and commercial proprietary
information.110 As a substitute for the protocol, states parties, led by U.S. proposals, are
considering ways to strengthen the convention through non-legally binding measures. Proposals
include adopting legislation to criminalize offenses, devising a procedure to clarify and resolve
compliance concerns on a voluntary basis, drafting a code of conduct for scientists, strengthening
national security measures for handling toxins, and enhancing international response
capabilities.111
There are no current plans to add to the BWC the type of monitoring regime that exists for
chemical and nuclear weapons. Many arms control experts have pointed to the need to resume
efforts toward a binding multilateral arrangement. Although such a protocol would not be able to
detect all cheaters, supporters argue that it would offer benefits of increased transparency,
deterrence and provide international standards and oversight.112
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(3)
1993 Chemical Weapons Convention113
States parties to the Chemical l Weapons Convention (the “CWC”) agree never to develop, acquire
or use chemical weapons or transfer them to anyone, and those with stockpiles agree to destroy
them. Each state party must declare the contents of its stockpiles and allow routine inspection of
“dual-use” chemicals and facilities that could be used in a prohibited manner. The CWC prohibits
the transfer of the most dangerous chemicals to non-member states.
The CWC creates a legal mechanism to help prevent chemical terrorism. The monitoring and
accounting of chemicals and facilities help to deny terrorists’ access and deter potential diversions.
States are required to ensure the physical security of their chemical facilities. Also, with the
requirement that states enact criminal laws prohibiting individuals within their jurisdiction from
producing, transferring and using chemical weapons, states are better able to investigate and
prosecute chemical weapons-related terrorist activities. The regime includes a mechanism for
challenge inspections in the event that one state suspects that another state is violating its
provisions. This mechanism would be useful in the event a member country had permitted
someone in its jurisdiction to acquire chemical weapons. 114
Implementation of these provisions is conducted with assistance from the Organization for the
Prohibition of Chemical Weapons (“OPCW”). The OPCW’s mission includes ensuring the
destruction of member states’ chemical weapons and the prevention of their re-emergence,
providing protection and assistance against chemical weapons, encouraging international
cooperation in the peaceful uses of chemistry and working for the universal ratification of the
CWC.
In order to be most effective against terrorism, the CWC requires progress in a number of areas.
It has not achieved universality, that is, many states are not yet members, and some states outside
the CWC regime are suspected of developing weapons programs. There are concerns that some
member states are attempting to develop chemical weapons. Challenge inspections have not yet
been exercised. One reason, according to the United States, is that the OPCW is currently
incapable of conducting the work required in a challenge inspection.115 Expressing a
commitment to strengthen the organization and improve its management, the United States led a
successful movement to change OPCW’s leadership in 2002.
(4)
Summary Regarding WMD Treaties
The NPT, BWC and CWC are not directly targeted at terrorists, but rather aim to address state
behavior. They can make a significant contribution in regard to terrorism because they prohibit
transfer of materials to terrorists and criminalize possession of WMD materials. The ability of
these treaties to succeed in curbing terrorists’ acquisition of weapons of mass destruction depends
to a large extent on the willingness of states to adhere to their treaty commitments. Universal
adoption of the treaties is needed. At this time, there are a number of significant states outside of
these regimes.116
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The NPT and CWC, which include established declaration and inspection regimes, have the most
potential for detecting illicit transfers to either terrorist groups or other states outside the treaty
regime. The BWC, on the other hand, is in need of further strengthening to be an effective tool
against transfers of bioweapons to terrorists.
(B)
Security Council Resolution on WMD and Non-State Actors
In an address to the General Assembly in September 2003, President Bush stated:
Today, I ask the U.N. Security Council to adopt a new anti-proliferation
resolution. This resolution should call on all members of the U.N. to criminalize
the proliferation of weapons -- weapons of mass destruction, to enact strict export
controls consistent with international standards, and to secure any and all
sensitive materials within their own borders. The United States stands ready to
help any nation draft these new laws, and to assist in their enforcement.117
Led by the United States, in April 2004, the Security Council adopted Resolution 1540, which
seeks to prevent "non-state actor" acquisition of, or trafficking in, WMD weapons-related
equipment, materials, and delivery systems.118 The term "non-state actor" refers not only to
terrorists, but also to unauthorized state officials and to businesses. The reasons for this scope are
illustrated by the Pakistan-based nuclear proliferation network led by nuclear metallurgist A.Q.
Khan. The Pakistani government maintains that it did not authorize Khan's activities, and
businesses from several countries around the world contributed to the Khan network. Acting
under Chapter VII of the Charter, the Security Council required every state in the world to
prohibit non-state actor acquisition of and trafficking in WMD weapons and related items. It also
mandated the adoption of appropriate measures - national criminal laws, export controls, border
controls, law enforcement efforts, physical security and materials accounting techniques - to
prevent such acquisition and trafficking.
In some ways the resolution added new obligations for states, for example regarding export
controls and border controls. Also, previously there had been no explicit requirement under the
NPT and the Biological Weapons Convention that acquisition of and trafficking in nuclear and
biological weapons be made criminal by national legislation. In other ways the resolution
reinforced existing obligations and also applied them to the relatively few countries not party to
the NPT and the biological and chemical weapons conventions. There is a parallel between
Resolution 1540 and the Resolution 1373, described above, in that both are aimed at revising
states’ legal systems to respond to terrorist activities, both impose mandatory requirements on all
states, and both establish a committee made up of all members of the Security Council to
implement the resolution.119
(C)
Export Controls
Export control regimes are made up of groups of states that agree to “restrict the sale of goods to
certain countries or to ensure that safeguards or end-use guarantees are applied to the export and
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sale of sensitive technologies and materials.”120 The United States regards these regimes as crucial
to the fight to keep dangerous materials out of the hands of so-called rogue states and terrorists.
Although these arrangements cover many of the same materials that are regulated under the
treaties listed above, the goals of these regimes differ from those of treaties. A treaty regulating a
potentially dangerous material generally establishes a comprehensive ban on the maintenance or
use of that material for hostile purposes and establishes an accounting or inspection regime for
the peaceful use of these materials. In contrast, export control regimes are not legally binding at
the international level; they involve a grouping of countries that do not restrict their own use of
the subject material but voluntarily agree to limit, through legislation and regulation, transfers to
foreign nationals, entities and states not meeting certain criteria (for example, acceptance of
IAEA safeguards) or otherwise deemed untrustworthy. Export controls are often able to control a
broader scope of dual-use materials, including software, lab equipment and other technology that
not covered by the treaties.
The export control regimes described below have made efforts post 9-11 to strengthen their
controls against terrorist acquisition of the subject materials.
(1)
Australia Group
One export control group that is specifically mentioned in the U.S. National Strategy to Combat
Weapons of Mass Destruction is the Australia Group. The Australia Group is an “informal
network of countries that consult on and harmonise their national export licensing measures on
[chemical and biological weapon] items.”121 The group is made up of thirty-three participants
from Europe, North America, and Asia that apply licensing measures to the export of specified
chemicals, biological agents, and dual-use chemical and biological manufacturing facilities and
equipment. These export controls are aimed at both curbing proliferation and also “allow[ing]
legitimate trade to prosper in an unfettered manner and promot[ing] peaceful economic
development everywhere.”122 Since 9/11, the Australia Group has revised its export restrictions to
include items that would be useful to terrorists rather than states.123
(2)
The Missile Technology Control Regime
Formed in 1987, the MTCR restricts the export of delivery systems (and related technology)
capable of carrying a 500-kilogram payload for a distance of at least 300 kilometers and systems
capable of delivering weapons of mass destruction. Its group of thirty-three participants largely
overlaps with the countries that make up the Australia Group.124 The members agree to a set of
guidelines for the export of a list of materials. Some transfers are prohibited; others are subject to
the satisfaction of specific conditions or the provision of certain assurances. The director of the
State Department’s Office of Chemical, Biological and Missile Nonproliferation described the
value of this regime: “MTCR Partners’ vigorous enforcement of export controls consistent with the
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MTCR Guidelines and Annex continues to make it more difficult for proliferators to get items for
their missile programs, increasing the cost, time, and effort required.”125
The MTCR is now placing more emphasis on combating the risk of missile components and
components falling into the hands of terrorism. At the 2002 plenary meeting of the MTCR, the
partner states agreed to study possible changes to better address this risk, and in 2003, announced
some revisions to the guidelines, including a national“catchall requirement” that would“provide a
legal basis to control the export of items that are not on a control list, when such items are
destined for missile programs.”126
(3)
The Nuclear Suppliers Group
The Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG) is made up of forty states that have the ability to supply
items designed for nuclear use, that adhere to non-proliferation arrangements (such as the NPT),
and that have national policies to implement export controls. The aim of the group is “to
contribute to prevention of the proliferation of nuclear weapons through export controls of
nuclear-related material, equipment, software and technology, without hindering international
cooperation on peaceful uses of nuclear energy.”127 The NSG was formed in 1974 in response to
India’s nuclear weapon test, which had demonstrated that nuclear materials transferred for
peaceful purposes could be used for a nuclear weapons program.
The group follows two sets of voluntary guidelines. The first set governs exports of items
designed for nuclear use (including source materials such as plutonium and uranium and nuclear
reactors and equipment).128 This set is known as the “Trigger List” because the export of items on
this list triggers application of IAEA safeguards to the recipient facility. The second set governs
exports of nuclear-related dual-use equipment and materials and related technology.129
Regarding prevention of terrorism, the NSG acknowledges the importance of information
sharing, closer cooperation of member states’ law enforcement agencies and support of the antiterrorism work of the IAEA.130 At the initiative of the United States, the NSG has revised its
guidelines to better address the threat of nuclear terrorism.131
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(4)
Wassenaar Arrangement
The Wassenaar Arrangement was formed in 1996 by thirty-three states, most of which are party
to the other export control regimes.132 It is designed to prevent destabilizing accumulations of
arms and dual-use technologies by promoting transparency, information sharing and greater
responsibility in transfers. Member states apply restrictions to a list of items to “ensure that
transfers of arms and dual-use goods and technologies do not contribute to the development or
enhancement of military capabilities that undermine international and regional security and
stability and are not diverted to support such capabilities.”133 The Wassenaar Arrangement is
made up of states that are producers or exporters of arms or industrial equipment and that
maintain non-proliferation policies and appropriate national laws.
With respect to terrorism, the Wassenaar Arrangement seeks to prevent the acquisition of
conventional arms and dual-use goods and technologies for use by terrorists. To this end, it has
developed new means for sharing information and for implementing concrete actions to
strengthen export controls over these items. New initiatives to address terrorism include
guidelines for the export small arms and light weapons, which the group believes are the
preferred weapons of terrorists.134
(5)
The Zangger Committee
Pursuant to NPT Article III.2, States Parties must subject safeguards to transfers to any nonnuclear weapon State of (a) source or special fissionable material, or (b) equipment or material
especially designed or prepared for the processing, use or production of special fissionable
material” The 35-member Zangger Committee (ZC), also known as the Nuclear Non-Proliferation
Treaty Exporters Committee, is responsible for “harmoniz[ing] implementation” of this provision of
the NPT.”135 The ZC maintains a “Trigger List” of (a) source or special fissionable materials, and
(b) equipment or materials especially designed or prepared for the processing, use, or production
of special fissionable materials. Export of items on this list trigger a requirement for the
application of IAEA safeguards to recipient non-nuclear weapon States.136 The Trigger List
covers items that could contribute to a nuclear explosive program, including plutonium, highlyenriched uranium, reactors, reprocessing and enrichment plants, and equipment and components
for such facilities. ZC member states agree that Trigger List items may only be exported if they
are 1) not used for nuclear explosives, 2) subject to IAEA safeguards in the recipient non-nuclear
weapon state, and 3) not re-exported unless they are subject to safeguards in the new recipient
state.
The relative informality of the ZC has enabled it to take the lead on certain nonproliferation
issues that would be more difficult to resolve in the Nuclear Suppliers Group (NSG).137 For
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example, the Committee recently agreed to add plutonium separation technology to the Trigger
List. However, the ZC is also less stringent than the NSG, which requires its members to agree to
full scope safeguards.
(6)
Assessing the Export Control Regimes
Export controls offer states the ability to proceed with commerce relating to sensitive materials
while also protecting them from diversion or misuse. They target proliferation by limiting and
regulating the supply of materials that would be available for terrorists or “rogue states.”
However, there are several limitations to these regimes as instruments of non-proliferation. They
establish a two-tier system of countries that may have and countries that are restricted from
having; they only consist of voluntary, political commitments; and it is for each country through
its own national legislation and regulations to interpret and implement the guidelines. Because of
their voluntary nature, the regimes have no explicit mechanisms to enforce compliance with
nonproliferation commitments. No inspection or monitoring systems are in place for member
countries. Other concerns, as noted by a report by the United States General Accounting Office,
include the rapid pace of technology that requires control lists to be constantly updated and also
“secondary proliferation,” which is the growing capability of nonmember countries to develop their
own sensitive materials, and then sell them outside the regime.138 Modifying the control lists is a
slow task because the regimes operate by consensus, allowing each country a veto.
Export control regimes are an important contribution but in themselves are not sufficient to end
proliferation. Ending proliferation requires action on many fronts, including, as noted in Arms
Control Today, “arms control agreements, multilateral sanctions and incentives, and
counterproliferation, all of which are aimed at offering viable alternatives to merely coping with
the effects of proliferation.”139
(D)

Other Multilateral Nonproliferation Initiatives
(1)

Cooperative Nonproliferation Agreements between the United States and
Former Soviet States
The Cooperative Threat Reduction Program, also referred to as the “Nunn-Lugar Program” after the
Senators who sponsored its founding legislation, was developed in the early 1990s to assist
former Soviet states in safeguarding and destroying large stockpiles of weapons of mass
destruction and related infrastructure. The logic behind the program is that these states do not
have the money to properly dispose of these materials, or safeguard them from theft or diversion
by other states or terrorists. The intelligence that contributed to the creation of these weapons is
similarly in need of safeguarding.
Programs have included deactivating warheads, assisting countries with the removal of their
nuclear weapons by providing funds and technical expertise, safeguarding chemical stockpiles
and biological weapons laboratories and employing former scientists of the Soviet Union so they
will not be tempted to sell sensitive information.140 Total funding is about one billion dollars.141
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In December 2003, President Bush signed the Nunn-Lugar Program Expansion act, which allows
$50 million of Nunn-Lugar funding to be used for countries outside the former Soviet Union.
Albania is the first country to receive a pledge of assistance under the expanded Nunn-Lugar
Program, which will be used to destroy its chemical weapons stockpile.142
The 9/11 Commission has emphasized the importance of the program. Its report stated that “al
Qaeda has tried to acquire or make weapons of mass destruction for at least ten years. There is no
doubt the United States would be a prime target. Preventing the proliferation of these weapons
warrants a maximum effort– by strengthening counterproliferation efforts, expanding the
Proliferation Security Initiative, and supporting the Cooperative Threat Reduction program.”143 In
a November 2005 report on the status of its recommendations, the Commission assessed progress
under the program, stating that it
has significant accomplishments over the past 14 years in dismantling former
Soviet weaponry (40% of ICBMs, 51% of warheads, 64% of strategic bombers
and 58% of missile silos), but much remains to be done to secure weapons-grade
nuclear materials. The size of the problem still dwarfs the policy response.
Approximately half of former Soviet nuclear materials still lack adequate security
protection.144
The Commission added generally that “[p]reventing terrorists from gaining access to weapons of
mass destruction must be elevated above all other problems of national security”and that the
president “should develop a comprehensive plan to dramatically accelerate the timetable for
securing all nuclear weapons material around the world…
.”145
(2)
G-8 Initiatives
In June 2002, the G-8 member states agreed to participate in a “Global Partnership Against the
Spread of Weapons and Materials of Mass Destruction.” Pursuant to this partnership, the United
States agreed to spend $10 billion toward dismantlement efforts over ten years, and the other G-8
nations agreed to collectively spend an additional $10 billion. The Global Partnership is intended
to enhance programs in Russia and other former Soviet states, including the following:
-

Reducing strategic missiles, bombers, silos and submarines;
Ending weapons-grade plutonium production;
Reducing excess weapons-grade plutonium;
Upgrading storage and transport security for nuclear warheads;
Upgrading storage security for fissile material;
Reducing nuclear weapons infrastructure;
Destroying chemical weapons;
Eliminating chemical weapons production capability;
Securing biological pathogens;
Providing peaceful employment for former weapons scientists;
Enhancing export controls and border security; and
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-

Improving safety of civil nuclear reactors.146

At the 2004 G-8 Summit, members of the global partnership recommitted to raising $20 billion
by 2012 and welcomed the expansion of the Global Partnership to include other donor
governments.147 The most recent progress review at the 2005 G-8 Summit noted “visible progress”
with projects to address the priority areas of destruction of chemical weapons, dismantling
submarines, disposition of fissile materials and employment of former weapons scientists. The
review warned, however, that “more needs to be done to increase the
momentum so that the current substantial pledges can be turned into completed
projects by 2012, primarily in Russia.”148

(3)
Proliferation Security Initiative
According to the National Strategy to Combat Weapons of Mass Destruction, interdiction is a
“critical part of the U.S. strategy to combat WMD and their delivery means.”149 Consistent with
this approach, in May 2003, President Bush unveiled a new initiative to develop “direct, practical
measures to impede the trafficking in weapons of mass destruction, missiles and related items.”150
This is known as the Proliferation Security Initiative (PSI). It is a global effort by states151 “which,
using their own laws and resources, will coordinate their actions to halt shipments of dangerous
technologies to and from states and non-state actors of proliferation concern - at sea, in the air,
and on land.”152 The initiative does not specify any one state as its target, although it has generally
been characterized as directed at North Korea and possibly Iran.153 It is also intended to prevent
the spread of WMD to terrorists.154
In its first stages, PSI participants agreed to share information on suspected proliferation and
trafficking, and to conduct joint interdiction training exercises. At a PSI meeting on September 4,
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2003, the participants agreed to a set of principles for taking actions in support of interdiction.155
They are a set of political undertakings that the United States and other PSI participants will
disseminate to governments with which they have diplomatic relations in hopes that they will
gain widespread support.156 Under the PSI principles, actions that a state agrees to take include
the following: board and search ships flying their flag that are suspected of transporting the
subject materials; “seriously consider” giving consent to other states boarding and searching ships
flying their flag that are suspected of transporting the subject materials; stop and/or search vessels
in their internal waters “that are reasonably suspected of carrying such cargoes to or from states or
non-state actors of proliferation concern”and seize such cargoes; and require suspect aircraft that
are transiting their airspace to land for inspections and to seize such cargoes.157 Some sixty
nations have agreed informally to cooperate with PSI members on an ad hoc basis to intercept
“rogue” ships and aircraft in their territorial waters and airspace.158
The interdiction principles are limited to instances of interdiction by a state on a vessel flying its
own flag, by a state with consent of the state whose flag it flies, or by a state in whose territory
the suspect vessel is located.159
On June 1, 2005, Croatia became the fourth state—following Liberia, Panama, and the Marshall
Islands—to sign a Proliferation Security Initiative Shipboarding Agreement with the United States.
The shipboarding agreement signed by the United States and Croatia aims to facilitate
cooperation between the two countries to prevent the maritime transfer of proliferation-related
shipments by establishing points of contact and procedures to expedite requests to board and
search suspect vessels in international waters. If a U.S.- or Croatian-flagged vessel is suspected
of carrying proliferation-related cargo, either Party to this agreement can request the other to
confirm the nationality of the ship in question and, if needed, to authorize the boarding, search,
and possible detention of the vessel and its cargo.
In a September 2003 press briefing, the State Department explained that questions of
permissibility would be answered on a case-by-case basis, and that “we do not intend to proceed
with interdictions without a clear national or international authority,”160 Yet the PSI raises a
variety of legal issues relating to the law of the sea. It is a well-established principle of
international law that states have jurisdiction over ships flying their flags. However, a state
boarding a ship in its territorial waters that is flying another state’s flag (without consent of that
state) raises issues relating to the right of innocent passage that is recognized as customary law
and is codified in the United Nations Convention on the Law of the Sea (UNCLOS).161 Innocent
passage is defined as “not prejudicial to the peace, good order, or security of the coastal State.”162
The list of acts that would be determined as prejudicial to peace, good order or security do not
include transporting WMD materials. However, the list of acts prejudicial to the peace does
include “any threat or use of force against the sovereignty, territorial integrity or political
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independence of the coastal State, or in any other manner in violation of the principles of
international law embodied in the Charter of the United Nations.”163 The authority to board ships
suspected of transporting WMD materials when consent is not given would likely fall under this
latter provision.
Interdiction on the high seas also implicates the right to freedom of navigation on the high seas
which is recognized as a basic right of all states. A few exceptions to the freedom of navigation
exist in UNCLOS, but the search for WMD material is not included. Under customary law as
codified in UNCLOS the United States has the authority to board a ship on the high seas when the
ship does not display a state’s flag (effectively making them pirate ships), or when the state under
whose flag the ship sails gives permission to board the ship.164 Since an important objective of the
PSI is to halt WMD trafficking among “rogue” states (which would not give permission to board
ships flying their flag), this may place the PSI’s objectives in conflict with its members’ legal
obligations. Attempts have been made to justify the PSI’s broader interdiction principles under a
customary law rule of anticipatory self-defense; however, this route does not hold much promise
as there is insufficient state practice to support the existence of such a rule. The United States
may instead pursue the route of modifying current legal obligations by treaty. Treaty-based
exceptions to the above rules on interdiction on the high seas have been created for cases of
narcotics trafficking165 and illegal fishing166; this may serve as a model for an additional
exception based on trafficking of WMD material. Significantly, the United States concluded
agreements in 2004 with Panama167 and Liberia168, the two nations with the world’s largest
shipping registries. The agreements provide procedures for granting consent on short-notice to
board ships registered under the signatory nations’ flags; the agreement with Liberia allows
consent to be presumed if a response to a request is not received within two hours.169
Shipping WMD material poses clear risks for proliferation by states and acquisition by non-state
actors. The existing legal regime may not provide authority for states to respond to these
concerns. Treaty-based modifications to this regime would be of limited effectiveness because
they would apply only to signatory states. Another possibility is to pass a Security Council
resolution directed against a suspect state, designating a right to board and seize, which would
become immediate international law.
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PSI has been praised by some as filling in the gaps of the non-proliferation regime (especially for
states that are not monitored by the IAEA because they are outside of the NPT), and increasing
deterrence and dissuasion. Although many PSI activities are kept secret, a prominent claimed
success of the PSI was the September 2003 seizure of cargo in a German ship headed for Libya.
The cargo included parts for centrifuges used to enrich uranium for nuclear weapons programs.
The Bush administration credited the seizure as contributing to Libya’s decision to give up its
nuclear weapons program.170 However, later reports indicated that the interception resulted from
preexisting counterproliferation efforts.171 Generally, beyond the legal concerns, the potential of
the program has also met with some skepticism. For example, former Secretary of Defense
William Perry observed,“The administration has suggested that it would interdict such transfers
[of products from North Korea’s nuclear program]. But a nuclear bomb can be made with a
sphere of plutonium the size of a soccer ball. It is wishful thinking to believe we could prevent a
package that size from being smuggled out of North Korea.”172
(E)
Assessing the Regimes to prevent Terrorists from Acquiring WMD
The measures described above range from those that are more universal in character and binding
under international law (conventions and Security Council resolutions) to those in which the
United States and its allies control trade and shipping of WMD-related material and take
initiatives to secure dangerous materials and weapons. There are advantages to the more
universal approach. The WMD conventions offer global monitoring organizations and processes.
As they apply equally among states, they offer incentives for each state to comply, as other states
are doing the same. There are valid concerns that these regimes are not able to detect all instances
of cheating and that they create a false confidence that by virtue of having signed on to a treaty, a
state is cooperating. These concerns do not require the abandonment or downgrading of the
existing regimes; the United States may instead decide to improve monitoring and strengthen
mechanisms to inspect and investigate allegations of non-compliance, as well as relying on its
own means of monitoring and encouraging compliance. On the other hand, the non-universal
nonproliferation regimes offer the United States the opportunity to more tightly control outcomes
and flexibility in responding to emerging developments, without having to subject its own
behavior to international regulation. However, they cause resentment among states which are the
targets of, e.g., export controls, and tend to be stopgap in character, serving to slow rather than to
stop proliferation. They may best be seen as needed complements to developing global regimes.
V.

Conclusion

Since the end of World War II, international law has served the United States by
internationalizing norms that are at the heart of its political and social structure. An international
system has been installed for civil and political rights, women’s and children’s rights, freedom
from torture and slavery, and the accountability of leaders who commit genocide, crimes against
humanity, and war crimes. Much of this system has been implemented at the initiative of the
United States. The norm that condemns terrorism is in need of similar institutionalization and
internationalization.
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In pursuit of a norm of repudiation of terrorism, and of capabilities to prevent terrorism, the legal
instruments, institutions, initiatives, and arrangements surveyed in this paper– from the antiterrorism conventions to Security Council resolutions to anti-WMD treaty regimes to the
Proliferation Security Initiative– all need vigorous implementation underpinned by the
understanding and support of the legal profession and the general public.
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